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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true regarding lot-based unit of measure (UOM) conversions? (Choose two.) 

A. You cannot update existing on-hand balances for lot-based UOM conversions. 

B. You can create lot-specific UOM conversions for on-hand lots or lots with zero balance. 

C. You cannot create lot-specific UOM conversions for on-hand lots or lots with a zero balance. 

D. During a PO receipt, the lot-based conversion cannot be updated if the lot does not match existing conversion rates. 

E. Updating the on-hand balance on a lot-based UOM conversion requires a cycle count transaction with the lot number
provided in the count record. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

Production creates a move order requisition and specifies a subinventory as a source. This subinventory has insufficient
quantity on-hand, but another subinventory has plenty available. 

What would happen allocating the move order? 

A. Allocations would only be created in the subinventory where there is full available on-hand. 

B. Nothing. Without sufficient quantity in the source subinventory, allocation would not be created. 

C. Partial allocation for source subinventory is created. The remaining requested quantity is canceled. 

D. Partial allocation for source subinventory is created. The remaining requested quantity is not allocated. 

E. Partial allocation for source subinventory is created. The remaining allocation would be created in the available
subinventory. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the best method for replenishing free stock items that are stored on the production floor, or office supplies kept
in departmental cabinets? 

A. Cycle counting 

B. Min-max planning 

C. Replenishment counting 

D. Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) 

E. Enabling the Bulk Picked item master attribute 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three statements are true about the item master? (Choose three.) 

A. It is possible to copy items across item master organizations. 

B. The item master organization is the centralized repository for ail items in different organizations. 

C. It is possible to associate items in one item master organization with another item master organization. 

D. When an attribute control is set at the item master level, updates are not allowed at the item or organization level. 

E. There is no functional or technical difference between the item master organization and other organizations while
transacting on an item. 

F. When an attribute control is set at the item master level, updates can still be made at the item or organization level
but these updates would not propagate back up to the item master level. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 5

XYZ Corp. has operations in the U.S. and Canada. Within Canada, it has two separate Divisions due to Statutory
requirements: one in Quebec and another in Ontario. 

How would you define the organization structure for XYZ Corp. from the information given above? 

A. two Ledgers, two Legal Entities, and two Operating Units 

B. two Ledgers, two Legal Entities, and three Operating Units 

C. two Ledgers, three Legal Entities, and two Operating Units 

D. two Ledgers, three Legal Entities, and three Operating Units 

E. three Ledgers, three Legal Entities, and three Operating Units 

Correct Answer: D 
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